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Abstract: The energy balance calculation for pressurized water networks is an important step in
assessing the energy efficiency of water distribution systems. However, the calculation generally
requires mathematical modelling of the water networks to estimate three important energy com-
ponents: outgoing energy through water loss (El), friction energy loss (E f ) and energy associated
with water loss (EWL). Based on a theoretical energy balance analysis of simplified pipe networks,
a simple method is proposed to estimate El , E f and EWL with minimum data requirements: input
energy, water loss (WL) and head loss between the source and the minimum energy point (∆H). By
inclusion of the head loss in water networks into the estimation, the percentages of El and EWL are
lower and higher, respectively, than using only the percentage of WL. The percentage of E f can be a
function of the percentage of ∆H. By demonstrating our analysis with the simulation results from
the mathematical models of 20 real water networks, the proposed method can be used to effectively
estimate El , E f and EWL as a top-down energy balance approach.

Keywords: energy balance; friction; water loss; pressurized water networks; theoretical estimation

1. Introduction

The demand for energy is intensifying in the water sector. The International Energy
Agency (IEA) [1] estimated that 4% of total global electricity was consumed by the water
sector in 2014 and it may rise by 80% by 2040. In Portugal, urban water and wastewater
systems use 3%–4% of the total national electricity [2]. In Brazil, over 1.9% of total electricity
energy is consumed by water supply systems [3]. Pelli and Hitz [4] estimated that supplying
drinking water and industrial water worldwide can consume as much as 2%–10% of a
country’s total electricity usage. The World Bank [5] reported that electricity costs are
5%–30% of the total operating cost of water and wastewater utilities worldwide. In Latin
America and the Caribbean, energy is generally 30%–40% of the operational costs of water
supply services [6]. Nevertheless, IEA [1] suggested that there is a great opportunity to
save energy in the water sector by 15% by 2040 if economically available energy efficiency
and energy recovery potentials are exploited. Achieving this will require accurate and
comprehensive energy assessment in the water sector.

In the past, energy assessment in water supply systems was focused on pump ineffi-
ciency. Later, the interest extended to assess the energy losses due to friction and leakage in
water networks [4,7,8]. Bylka and Mroz [9] reviewed energy assessment methods for water
supply systems and categorized them into two groups. While the first group is based solely
on data collected in water utilities, the second one is based on both the data and modelling
of physical processes. Thus, more detailed results from the second group can support a
strategy for increasing the energy efficiency of each process. Since mathematical modelling
requires collecting a large amount of data and is time consuming to analyze, it is usually
applied on a relatively small network. Cabrera et al. [10] presented one of the first energy
audit methods for water networks based on the modelling of physical processes. Over the
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past decade, more complex and comprehensive methods have been developed for energy
balance and assessment based on physical processes to evaluate energy transformation
and efficiency in water supply systems [11–22]. In addition, there are successful energy
assessments of real networks based on physical processes in many countries [19–27].

Figure 1 shows two simplified versions of energy balances in water networks consid-
ering only leakage (as water loss) and pipe friction proposed by Cabrera et al. [10] and
Mamade et al. [19–21]. The energy balance in Cabrera et al. [10] (Figure 1a) shows the input
energy (Ein) divided into three components: the energy delivered to users (Eu), the outgo-
ing energy through water loss (El) and the friction energy loss (E f ). To be consistent with
the International Water Association (IWA) water balance [28], on the other hand, Mamade
et al. [19–21] divided Ein into two components: the energy associated with authorized
consumption (EAC) and the energy associated with water loss (EWL), as shown in Figure
1b. Theoretically, these components should be calculated through mathematical models,
which are based on physical processes. For the balance in Cabrera et al. [10], a calibrated
mathematical model is sufficient to evaluate Eu, El and E f . However, for the balance in
Mamade et al. [19–21], an additional model without water loss is needed to estimate the
friction energy loss for a water loss-free network (E f o). Mamade et al. [21] proposed the
top-down and bottom-up approaches for their energy balance. In the top-down approach,
the ratio between EWL and Ein is assumed to be the ratio between water loss (WL) and
system input volume (SIV). To prove the assumption, the comparison between EWL/Ein
and WL/SIV was carried out through simulation using the mathematical models of real net-
works. The linear trendline shows that the value EWL/Ein is slightly higher than WL/SIV.
In this study, the evaluation of EWL/Ein is reanalyzed by using both theoretical analysis
and mathematical models and the estimations of El/Ein and E f /Ein are also investigated.
In Section 2, the theoretical analysis of energy balance describes the behaviors of each
energy balance component and establishes the basic relationships between each variable.
In Section 3, the mathematical models of 20 real district metering area (DMA) networks
are introduced, and the relationships between the model results and basic parameters
are investigated. Section 4 combines the results from the theory and the models, and the
coefficient in the theory is calibrated using the model simulation results. The accuracy of
the estimation of El , E f and EWL is evaluated in order to apply as the top-down energy
balance approach. Finally, the conclusion is provided in Section 5.
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Figure 1. Two simplified energy balance concepts in water networks considering only leakage (as water loss) and pipe
friction, where (a) is proposed by Cabrera et al. [10] and (b) is proposed by Mamade et al. [19–21].

2. Theoretical Analysis of Energy Balance

In this section, the energy balance principle is introduced and analyzed theoretically
on two simple pressurized water networks. The energy balance components are calculated
and then normalized to the non-dimensional version. They are used for the top-down
energy balance estimation.
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2.1. Single Pipe Network

As the first case, Figure 2 shows a single pipe network consisting of a source and a
demand node at the pipe end. The input energy head is defined as H, and the system
inflow is Q. Using the water balance concept, Q can be divided into

Q = Qu + Ql (1)

where Qu is the flow to supply authorized consumption and Ql is the flow due to water loss.
Then, we introduce the ratio of water loss (p) as

p =
Ql
Q

(2)

At the demand node at the pipe end, Q is out of the network and thus, the friction
head loss along the pipe (∆H) can be expressed as

∆H = KQn (3)

where K is the loss coefficient and n is the flow exponent.
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Figure 2. Energy balance for single pipe network.

According to the energy balance concepts in Figure 1, the energy balance components
can be calculated as

1. Input energy (Ein)
Ein = γQH (4)

2. Outgoing energy through water loss (El)

El = γQl(H − KQn) (5)

3. Friction energy loss (E f )
E f = γQ(KQn) (6)

4. Friction energy loss for a water loss-free network (E f o)

E f o = γQu(KQn
u) (7)

5. Energy associated with water loss (EWL)

EWL = El + E f − E f o (8)

where γ is specific weight of water.
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The nondimensionalization is introduced here. According to Mamade et al. [21], EWL
divided by Ein can be approximated by p. Therefore, the energy balance components in
Equations (4)–(8) are normalized by Ein as

(
E′in, E′l , E′f , E′f o, E′WL

)
=

(
Ein, El , E f , E f o, EWL

)
Ein

(9a)

and ∆H is normalized by H as

∆H′ =
KQn

H
=

∆H
H

(9b)

where the variables with superscript ‘ are the normalized versions of the variables.
Thus, the normalized energy balance components for the first case in Figure 2 can be

written as

1. Normalized input energy (E′in)
E′in = 1 (10)

2. Normalized outgoing energy through water loss (E′l)

E′l =
(

Ql
Q

)(
H − KQn

H

)
= p− p∆H′ (11)

3. Normalized friction energy loss (E′f )

E′f = ∆H′ (12)

4. Normalized friction energy loss for a water loss-free network (E′f o)

E′f o =

(
Qu

Q

)(
KQn

u
H

)
= (1− p)n+1∆H′ (13)

5. Normalized energy associated with water loss (E′WL)

E′WL = p + pn∆H′ (14)

where
pn = (1− p)

[
1− (1− p)n] (15)

The energy components relating to water loss, E′l and E′WL in Equations (11) and (14),
have a linear relationship with p only if ∆H′ is null. Thus, the hypothesis of Mamade
et al. [21] is valid under the no energy loss condition. Both E′l and E′WL depend on ∆H′

in Equation (9b). The value of ∆H′ should be between 0 and 1. If the head loss (∆H) is
sufficiently smaller than the input head (H), ∆H′ will be close to 0. As a result, E′l is slightly
smaller than p, while E′WL is slightly larger than p. On the other hand, if ∆H is comparable
to H, ∆H′ will approach unity, and the discrepancies between E′l , E′WL and p grow with an
increase in ∆H′. Figure 3 shows pn as a function of p from Equation (15) for n = 1, 1.852 and
2. If n = 1, it implies a laminar flow, and the curve is a negative parabola with the maximum
pn of 0.25 at p = 0.5 and the minimum pn of 0 at p = 0 and 1. For the case of complete
turbulence, rough pipes (n = 2), the curve is skewed to the right with the maximum pn of
around 0.385 at p ≈ 0.423. For the Hazen–Williams formula (n = 1.852), the curve differs
from the n = 2 curve slightly. Thus, E′WL approaches p when p is very low or extremely
high, and the maximum deviation of E′WL from p occurs when the percentage of water loss
is around 40%–50%. In this study, n is assumed to be 2 for simplicity.
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2.2. Branched Pipe Network with Uniformly Distributed Demand Nodes

The effects of branching and demand distribution on energy balance are investigated
theoretically in this section. Here, the second network is introduced. It consists of branched
pipes, and each branched pipe has uniformly distributed demand nodes as shown in
Figure 4. A parameter m denotes the number of branches, and j denotes the number of
demand nodes in each branch. Each branch has the same hydraulic properties, where the
demand nodes have the same outflow of Q/m/j and they distribute uniformly along the
branch. In addition, the constant friction slope along each branch is assumed, and the head
loss equals K(Q/m)n at the end of each branch. These assumptions are used to simplify the
problem and to make it possible to be solved theoretically. They will be discussed in the
later section using the results from the real network models.
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For the network in Figure 4, the energy balance components can be calculated as follows.

1. Input energy (Ein)
Ein = γQH (16)

2. Outgoing energy through water loss (El)

El = m
j

∑
i=1

γ
Qli
m

[
H − i

j
K
(

Q
m

)n]
= γQl

[
H −

(
1

2mn

)(
1 +

1
j

)
KQn

]
(17)
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3. Friction energy loss (E f )

E f = m
j

∑
i=1

γ
Qi
m

K
(

Q
m

)n

j
=

(
1 +

1
j

)
γQ(KQn)

2mn (18)

4. Friction energy loss for a water loss-free network (E f o)

E f o =

(
1 +

1
j

)
γQu(KQn

u)

2mn (19)

5. Energy associated with water loss (EWL)

EWL = El + E f − E f o (20)

Using the nondimensionalization in Equation (9a,b) the normalized energy balance
components can be written as

1. Normalized input energy (E′in)
E′in = 1 (21)

2. Normalized outgoing energy through water loss (E′l)

E′l = p− Cmj p∆H′ (22)

3. Normalized friction energy loss (E′f )

E′f = Cmj∆H′ (23)

4. Normalized friction energy loss for a water loss-free network (E′f o)

E′f o = Cmj(1− p)n+1∆H′ (24)

5. Normalized energy associated with water loss (E′WL)

E′WL = p + Cmj pn∆H′ (25)

where

Cmj =

(
1

2mn

)(
1 +

1
j

)
(26)

The normalized energy balance components in Equations (22)–(25) of the second
case are the generalized versions of the results from the first case in Equations (11)–(14),
respectively, considering the effects of branching and demand distribution on the energy
balance. The parameter Cmj in Equation (26) is a multiplier in the ∆H′ term and has a value
between 0 and 1. For the network with one branch (m = 1) and one demand node (j = 1),
Cmj equals to 1 and the components in Equations (22)–(25) are simplified into Equations
(11)–(14), respectively. An increase in branches (m > 1) and demand nodes (j > 1) produces
a smaller value of Cmj and subsequently, an increase in E′l but a decrease in E′f , E′f o and
E′WL. Thus, Cmj is the coefficient representing different water distribution patterns. Since
Cmj in Equation (26) is derived theoretically under many assumptions, we are going to
find appropriate values of Cmj for each energy balance component using the results of our
network models later.
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2.3. Utilization of Theory to Real Networks

The estimations of three normalized energy balance components, E′l , E′f and E′WL,
for real networks are discussed here. Up to this point, our theoretical analysis considers
the energy balance of a single time period. To apply the theory to a real application, the
extended period analysis is performed to evaluate the time-averaged values of E′l , E′f and
E′WL. However, the time-averaged ∆H′ terms may be too complicated for a top-down
approach. Thus, for simplicity, we proposed the following theoretical estimations for
real networks.

E′l,theo = p− Cmj p∆H′ ∼= p− Cmj p∆H∗ (27)

E′f ,theo = Cmj∆H′ ∼= Cmj∆H∗ (28)

E′WL,theo = p + Cmj pn∆H′ ∼= p + Cmj pn∆H∗ (29)

where the subscript theo denotes the theoretical estimation, the bar − expresses time average
and ∆H∗ is the renormalized head loss, written as

∆H∗ =
Hmax − Hmin

Hmax
(30)

where Hmax is the maximum time-averaged energy head and Hmin is the minimum time-
averaged energy head. The source with the maximum head can be chosen as the Hmax
point, and the location where the maximum head loss occurs is the Hmin point. Thus, the
Hmin location depends on network topology as well as demand distribution. The highest
possibility is the furthest dead end from the source.

3. Application to Real Water Networks
3.1. Characteristics of Water Networks

In this section, 20 real water networks (Table 1) are used to test our theoretical analysis
of energy balance. They are real district metering areas (DMAs) in the service area of the
Samut Prakan branch office of the Metropolitan Waterworks Authority (MWA), Thailand.
Samut Prakan is a province located at the mouth of the Chao Phraya River. Thus, the
elevations refer to mean sea level (MSL). While the first 10 DMAs have 1 inlet (district
meter), the remaining 10 DMAs have 2 inlets. The number of customers ranges from
739 to 11,545 connections with an average of 3508 connections. The average length and
distribution pipe diameter are 40.8 km and 159 mm, respectively. While the average friction
slope (Sf) from our network models ranges from 0.07 m/km to 0.70 m/km with an average
of 0.23 m/km, Sf from the study of Mamade et al. [21] ranges from 0.1 m/km to 1.2 m/km
with an average of 0.19 m/km. Based on the average value, the networks in our study have
larger values of Sf. Mamade et al. [21] explained that their networks are overdesigned; thus,
the impact on head loss by adding water loss is small. This implies that the estimation of
the normalized energy associated with water loss (E′WL) is not sensitive to head loss in their
study. However, using our theory, E′WL,theo in Equation (29) is a function of the normalized
water loss (p) and head loss (∆H∗), not Sf. Our case study covers values of p between 2.8%
and 54.9%, and values of ∆H∗ between 7.6% and 65.3%. Thus, the impact of head loss on
the estimation of energy balance components can be investigated in our study.
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Table 1. Characteristics of district metering areas.

ID
No. of
Inlets

No. of
Customers

Length Avg. D Avg. Sf Water Loss, p ∆H*

(km) (mm) (m/km) (%) (%)

1 1 2669 24.5 161 0.17 37.1 16.6
2 1 2657 26.4 147 0.17 28.6 35.7
3 1 4399 52.3 148 0.08 44.6 14.1
4 1 2626 46.4 174 0.20 38.5 44.2
5 1 3594 54.7 139 0.11 44.2 18.4
6 1 4812 51.0 143 0.36 54.9 40.7
7 1 4607 43.2 130 0.17 32.4 44.8
8 1 1695 28.8 208 0.09 12.9 13.7
9 1 3634 18.1 183 0.16 29.7 14.4
10 1 1820 22.5 132 0.14 2.8 14.8
11 2 1921 22.2 166 0.50 30.0 35.0
12 2 2151 19.0 154 0.16 50.9 7.6
13 2 2297 24.9 154 0.22 31.9 25.9
14 2 739 17.3 191 0.33 33.9 32.0
15 2 1468 15.9 178 0.70 7.7 34.8
16 2 4204 47.4 153 0.48 36.3 37.0
17 2 11,545 129.6 150 0.14 30.7 45.3
18 2 4460 73.7 180 0.15 30.0 65.3
19 2 4957 51.5 143 0.07 31.2 18.4
20 2 3897 47.4 154 0.28 47.2 27.8

Avg. 1.5 3508 40.8 159 0.23 32.8 29.3

Our pipe networks are modeled using the EPANET version 2.00.12.01 software (United
States Environmental Protection Agency (US EPA), Columbus, OH, USA) [29]. Each
customer is connected to distribution pipes by creating imaginary valves with no friction
loss (not considering the friction loss on the service connection). Water loss is assumed to
be pressure-dependent and simulated using the emitter function in the EPANET software.
The emitter coefficients are distributed to all nodes of the networks. These extended
period simulation (EPS) models are calibrated and provided by MWA and simulated on
the average of the hourly base using the flow and pressure measurements and monthly
water sales in March 2019. Thus, the models provide high levels of detail and accuracy. As
examples, Figure 5 shows four DMAs (ID1, ID2, ID11 and ID13) used in this study, where
the water distribution patterns of our networks vary from branching to semi-gridiron.
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3.2. Basic Relationship for Energy Balance Components

The energy balance components extracted from the simulation results using EPANET
(United States Environmental Protection Agency (US EPA), Columbus, OH, USA) models
of 20 water networks are compared with the basic network parameters (p and ∆H∗) in
Figure 6. The normalized outgoing energy through water loss by the models (E′l,mod) shows
a good relationship with p (Figure 6a). The values of E′l,mod are slightly to moderately
smaller than p. This tendency corresponds with the estimation of E′l,theo in Equation (27)
by our theoretical analysis, showing that E′l,theo is smaller than p due to the second term
that relates to ∆H∗. Figure 6b shows a good relationship between the normalized friction
energy loss by the models (E′f ,mod) and ∆H∗. While E′f ,mod for 1 inlet is comparable to
∆H∗, E′f ,mod for 2 inlets seems to be smaller than ∆H∗. According to Equation (28), E′f ,theo
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depends on only ∆H∗ with Cmj as the slope. We hypothesize that the number of inlets
affects the value of Cmj. Thus, the calibration process of Cmj in the next section will divide
into two groups as 1 inlet and 2 inlets. In Figure 6c, the normalized energy loss associated
with water loss by the models (E′WL,mod) shows a good relationship with p, similar to the
case of E′l,mod in Figure 6a. However, the values of E′WL,mod are slightly to moderately larger
than p. The result agrees with the theoretical E′WL,theo in Equation (29) that E′WL,theo is higher
than p because of the additional friction energy due to an increased flow by water loss. The
effect increases as ∆H∗ increases.
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4. Estimation of Energy Balance Components

In this section, the theoretical estimations of the energy balance components (E′l,theo,
E′f ,theo and E′WL,theo in Equations (27)–(29)) are compared with the model results. Using
the method of least squares, the values of the coefficient Cmj are evaluated separately for
each energy balance component and the number of inlets. Figure 7 shows the comparisons
between the three energy balance components using the EPANET models and the theoret-
ical estimations. Table 2 shows the values of the calibrated Cmj used for Figure 7. In the
table, “Before” means the basic relationship case that E′l and E′WL are estimated to be p and
E′f equals to ∆H∗. This case corresponds to the results in Figure 6. “After” refers to the
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theoretical estimations after considering the calibrated Cmj in Figure 7. The correlation (r)
and the root mean square error (RMSE) for the “Before” and “After” cases are evaluated.
The agreements improve substantially as the terms of ∆H∗ with the calibrated Cmj are
considered. E′l and E′WL can be estimated accurately as their RMSEs are around 2%. It
is possible to estimate E′f roughly as its RMSE is around 7%. An increase in the number
of inlets from 1 to 2 causes a decrease in Cmj, implying that the effects of branching and
demand distribution become stronger. Although a number of assumptions have been
used, the statistical evaluation in Table 2 shows a good performance of our theory over a
wide range of p and ∆H∗. Thus, our theoretical method can be used as an effective tool to
estimate the energy balance components as a top-down energy balance approach.
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Table 2. Performance of proposed theoretical methods to evaluate energy balance components before and after considering
normalized head loss ∆H′ with calibrated coefficient Cmj.

Component Equation No. of Inlets Value of Cmj
r RMSE (%)

Before After Before After

E′l (27) 1 0.7466 0.939 0.990 8.57 1.65
2 0.5047 0.957 0.985 6.02 1.91

E′f (28) 1 1.0833 0.905 0.905 7.32 6.92
2 0.7538 0.834 0.834 11.30 6.99

E′WL (29) 1 0.4219 0.992 0.994 4.75 1.83
2 0.3095 0.978 0.984 4.46 2.17
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Figure 8 shows the boxplots of the distribution of water demand in the network
subarea corresponding to the head loss distribution. We cluster demand nodes of the
network into 10 subareas according to the ratio of the head loss in each subarea to the
total head loss (∆Hi/∆H) as 0.1, 0.2, . . . , 1. For example, the subarea of ∆Hi/∆H = 0.1
means the subarea covering the demand nodes having head loss between 0%–10% of the
total head loss, and the subarea of ∆Hi/∆H = 0.2 means the one with head loss between
10%–20% of the total head loss. Then, the water demands including water loss of all nodes
in each subarea are summarized and normalized by the total water demand (Qi/Qin). In
our theory, the uniform distribution of water demand is assumed; thus, Qi/Qin must be
constant. Under this assumption, Qi/Qin should equal to 0.1 for every subarea in this
example. However, for the networks with 1 inlet in Figure 8a, more Qi/Qin is distributed
in the subareas with higher ∆Hi/∆H, implying that larger water demand is located further
from the source in the energy sense. This nonuniform distribution of the demand amplifies
the effect of head loss on the energy balance components. For the networks with 2 inlets,
Qi/Qin is distributed in the subareas with smaller ∆Hi/∆H to a greater extent than for the
case of 1 inlet. Thus, the effect of head loss on the energy balance components is less, as the
values of Cmj for 2 inlets are smaller than the ones for 1 inlet in Table 2.
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5. Conclusions

To perform the energy audit based on physical processes without mathematical mod-
elling (top-down approach), the normalized energy loss associated with water loss by the
input energy (E′WL) was simply assumed to equal the water loss ratio (p) as in previous
studies [19–21]. Using the theoretical analysis of energy balance, the renormalized head
loss by the input head (∆H∗) was another important parameter to estimate E′WL accurately.
For a practical application, ∆H∗ can be calculated by measuring maximum and minimum
energy heads in a network. In addition, the normalized outgoing energy through water
loss (E′l) and the normalized friction energy loss (E′f ) were first derived theoretically. These
energy components are fundamental and crucial for an accurate energy assessment. The
effects of demand distribution in the networks with 1 and 2 inlets on the estimation of
energy balance components showed that the greater number of inlets caused less head
loss effects on the energy balance components. These effects can be evaluated effectively
through the coefficient Cmj in our theory.
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Abbreviations
The following symbols are used in this paper:
DMA district metering area
IWA International Water Association
MWA Metropolitan Waterworks Authority, Thailand
Cmj parameter in Equation (26)
D pipe diameter
EAC energy associated with authorized consumption
E f friction energy loss
E′f normalized friction energy loss
E′f ,mod normalized friction energy loss evaluated by mathematical model
E′f ,theo normalized friction energy loss estimated by theory
E f o friction energy loss for a water loss-free network
E′f o normalized friction energy loss for a water loss-free network
Ein input energy
E′in normalized input energy
El outgoing energy through water loss
E′l normalized outgoing energy through water loss
E′l,mod normalized outgoing energy through water loss by mathematical model
E′l,theo normalized outgoing energy through water loss by theory
EWL energy associated with water loss
E′WL normalized energy associated with water loss
E′WL,mod normalized energy associated with water loss by mathematical model
E′WL,theo normalized energy associated with water loss by theory
H input energy head
j number of demand nodes in each branch
K loss coefficient
m number of branches
n flow exponent in head loss formula
p ratio of water loss
pn coefficient as a function of p
Q inflow
Qi flow in subarea i
Ql flow due to water loss
Qu flow to supply authorized consumption
Sf friction slope
SIV system input volume
WL water loss
γ specific gravity
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∆H head loss between the source and the minimum energy point
∆H′ normalized head loss between the source and the minimum energy point
∆H∗ renormalized head loss in Equation (30)
∆Hi head loss in subarea i
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